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Section VI – Loss Reserve Case Study 
 
Based on our segment reviews, we may revise any or all of the following in order to achieve the 
desired changes to our reserves: 
 
• Case reserves can be revised by changing: 

o Average reserves, which are applied to open features below the threshold and are 
determined as part of the review process for the applicable loss reserving segment. 

o The inflation factor, which is applied to average reserves in months following a 
review. 

  
• IBNR reserves can be revised by changing: 

o IBNR factors, which are applied to trailing periods of earned premium. 
 
In this section, we present an example of a loss reserve review for a sample segment. Most 
segments are defined by state, product, and coverage grouping with reasonably similar loss 
characteristics.   
 
Note that the data in this example is not from any specific segment and any similarity to a 
specific segment is coincidental.  Also, the investigations that are undertaken, the 
conclusions that are drawn, and the selections that are made in this case study are not 
necessarily the same as those that would be made in an actual review.  The results of this 
case study are also not intended to represent the actual results of the Company.  Our intent 
is to illustrate and discuss many of the issues that we consider during an analysis.  The 
calculations involved in the process will also be explained.   
 
This case study will illustrate how we estimate the adequacy of our loss reserves by reviewing 
loss data organized in three different ways: 
 

 
Type of Loss Reserve 

 
Total (Case + IBNR) 

Case 
IBNR 

 

 
Claims Data Organized by 

 
Accident Period 
Record Period 

Record within Accident Period 

 
By definition, the following identities are always true as of the designated evaluation date: 
 

Required Loss Reserves   =   Total Indicated Ultimate Losses   –   Total Paid Losses 

 

Loss Reserve Adequacy   =   Held Loss Reserves   –   Required Loss Reserves 

 
Carried reserves and paid losses are known statistics and reconcile with our financial records.  
However, we use judgment in the estimation of the ultimate losses.  As stated above, we make 
these estimations by accident period, record period, and record within accident period.  Our 
objective is to estimate how losses will develop over time using past development as a key 
indicator.  In order to make reasonable selections, we look at several parameters and also 
consider the business issues that underlie the data.   
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We produce several exhibits to summarize our reviews which are used in our discussions with 
management.  Throughout this appendix, we present and provide an overview of the key exhibits.  
 
Exhibit A – Accident Period Analysis 
Exhibit B – Accident Period Average Incurred Loss Development  
Exhibit C – Record Period Analysis 
Exhibit D – Summary of Estimated IBNR 
Exhibit E (5 pages) – IBNR Analysis 
 
As mentioned in the report, in our exhibits and explanations, we may use the terms “claim” and 
“feature” interchangeably.  However, the Progressive definition of “feature” is the smallest 
divisible part of a claim, i.e., it is a loss on one coverage for one person or property, so one claim 
can have multiple features.  Even though we may generically refer to “claims” in our discussion, 
our analysis is actually done at the “feature” level.  In addition, the term “counts” generally means 
“number of features.”   
 
Note that rounding in the exhibits as well as the order of calculation may make some of the  
figures in the case study appear slightly out of balance.   
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Exhibit A 
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Exhibit A – Accident Period Analysis 
 
This exhibit summarizes the accident period analysis for this segment. The claims are sorted and 
analyzed by accident date.  We use 6-month accident periods (i.e., accident semesters) for this 
analysis.  Each accident semester represents claims that occurred during the 6-month period 
ending at the end of the designated month (in the left-hand column of the exhibit).   
 
Our accident period analysis measures the adequacy of total reserves.  In other words, the 
estimated ultimate losses for each accident period include losses for claims that have already 
been reported to the Company plus losses for claims that have occurred during the accident 
period but have not yet been recorded.   
 
The information on Exhibit A is summarized as follows: 
 
• COLUMNS (1) through (4):  Estimated ultimate losses, resulting required reserves, and 

reserve adequacy resulting from four different sets of projections, using three different types 
of fixed selections of loss development factors (LDFs) for the projections 

 
• COLUMNS (5) and (6):  Cumulative adjuster-incurred losses (i.e., paid losses plus adjuster 

reserves) and paid losses as of the evaluation date of 12/31/2014 
 
• COLUMN (7):  Indicated ultimate losses which have been  selected by the Loss Reserving 

group considering all information obtained during the analysis, along with the resulting 
required reserves and reserve adequacy 

 
• COLUMNS (8) and (9):  Estimated ultimate paid and incurred severities, based upon the 

projections of average paid and average incurred losses 
 
• COLUMN (10):  Average adjuster case reserves, as of the first evaluation point (i.e. the 

evaluation date is the end-date of each respective accident semester, which is at 6 months 
development) 

 
• COLUMN (11):  The number of paid claims as of the first evaluation point (6 months), divided 

by the ultimate number of incurred claims 
 
• COLUMNS (12) and (13):  Closed Without Payment (CWP) Rate is the  percentage of 

reported claims which are closed without any loss payment, as of the first evaluation point (6 
months), and projected to ultimate 

 
• COLUMNS (14) and (15):  Estimated ultimate incurred counts resulting from two different 

sets of projections 
 
• COLUMN (16):  Indicated ultimate incurred counts which have been selected by the Loss 

Reserving group, considering all of the information obtained during the analysis 
 
• COLUMNS (17) and (18):  Indicated ultimate severities which result from the ultimate 

selections of losses and counts, along with the change from period to period, and the 4-point 
and 8-point fitted exponential trends   

 
• COLUMNS (19) and (20):  Indicated ultimate frequencies which result from the selected 

ultimate counts, along with the change from period to period, the 4-point and 8-point fitted 
exponential trends, and the year-over-year change  

 
• COLUMNS (21) and (22):  The pure premiums and loss ratios which result from the selected 

ultimate losses, along with the 4-point and 8-point fitted exponential pure premium trends 
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• COLUMNS (23) through (27):  Earned premium and earned exposures, which are used in 

some of the other calculations, along with average earned premium, changes in average 
earned premium, and the 4-point and 8-point fitted exponential trends for average earned 
premium 

 
The following chart displays columns (1) through (4) of Exhibit A, which will be explained in more 
detail below. 

 

 
 
We use four sets of projections in most of our loss reserve segment analyses.  There are other 
approaches built into our model that we use occasionally, when conditions warrant their use.  
However, we typically arrive at our indications using projections from paid losses, average paid 
losses, incurred losses, and average incurred losses. Exhibit B goes into more detail regarding 
our selection process using the average incurred loss projection (thus, there is a box around 
column (4)).  However, this discussion will focus more on the merits of each type of projection, 
the rationale behind the projections and the relationships between various components. 
 
Note that the paid, average paid, incurred and average incurred projections all use a similar 
actuarial technique to estimate ultimate losses.  As illustrated in Exhibit B, we organize the data 
into a triangular format and project ultimate values by selecting LDFs for each evaluation interval 
based upon historical patterns and judgment. This is called the Chain-Ladder Method and is 
illustrated in Exhibit B. 
 
Estimated ultimate losses are projected for the past seven accident years (by accident semester) 
for each of the four projections.  These ultimate losses are shown on the exhibit for each of the 
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past eight accident semesters (four years), and then the prior three accident years combined.  
Required reserves and reserve adequacy are then calculated (and shown in bold print below the 
total ultimate losses) for each projection by using the identities stated at the beginning of this 
section: 
 

Total Ultimate Losses − Total Paid Losses = Required Reserves 

Held Reserves − Required Reserves = Reserve Adequacy 

 
Below the reserve adequacy for each projection, we show the adequacy that would have resulted 
from the application of three different types of predefined factor selections for each projection.  
Exhibit B shows more details behind these calculations, and Exhibit A summarizes the results.  
The Average Last 4 is the adequacy that would result if we selected future LDFs equal to the 
average of the last four LDFs at each development point.  The 2

nd
 to Last Diagonal and Last 

Diagonal are the adequacies that would result if we selected future LDFs equal to those on each 
of the last two diagonals of the LDF triangle.  The last diagonal represents the development 
(payments and/or adjuster case reserve changes) during the most recent six calendar months for 
each accident semester.  The 2

nd
 to last diagonal represents the development during the 6-month 

period that ended 6 months ago. 
 
Paid and Incurred Method vs. Average Paid and Average Incurred Method for Loss 
Development:  When we make our projections of ultimate losses, we need to consider trends in 
the frequency and severity of claims and consider the underlying influences on the historical 
changes in frequency and severity.  The dollars of paid and incurred losses would be expected to 
change directionally as our premium dollars and exposures change.  In the development of paid 
and incurred loss dollars, we observe these changes over time but do not necessarily know 
whether they are due to changes in frequency or severity of claims, changes in the volume of 
business, or a mixture of both.  On the other hand, by looking at the development of average paid 
and average incurred losses, we are able to focus upon changes in severity over time.  
Therefore, we tend to rely more heavily on the development of average paid and average 
incurred losses, i.e. summarized in columns (2) and (4) of Exhibit A, than that of the total paid and 
incurred loss dollars (summarized in columns (1) and (3) of Exhibit A). 
 

Each data point in the 
Average Paid Loss 

development triangle 
= 

Paid Loss Dollars 
Paid Counts 

Paid Counts = Claim features  
(open or closed) with loss 

payment 

Each data point in the 
Average Incurred Loss 
development triangle 

= 
Incurred Loss Dollars 

Incurred Counts 

Incurred Counts = Claim features 
closed with loss payment + all 

open claim features 

 
The ultimate losses for the Average Incurred Projection, i.e. column (4) of Exhibit A are calculated 
for each accident semester as: 
 

Ultimate Losses for the 
Average Incurred Projection 

(4) 
= 

Ultimate Average 
Incurred Severity 

(9) 
× 

Indicated Ultimate 
Loss Counts 

(16) 

 
The ultimate average incurred severities are derived from the projections of average incurred 
losses, as shown in Exhibit B.  The indicated ultimate counts are selected from the two 
projections of counts, as described later in this section.  Similar calculations are performed for the 
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average paid projection.  The following excerpt from Exhibit A illustrates the result of these 
calculations: 
  

 
 
Paid and Average Paid Losses: The development of paid losses is influenced by the rate at 
which the claims are paid and settled as well as the severity of the claims.  Injury claims (BI, PIP, 
and UMBI) tend to have more variability in development and a longer payment period than 
property claims (Comprehensive, Collision, and Property Damage).   
 
Some or all of the same items as mentioned for claim reporting and recording can also influence 
the rate at which claims are paid and settled.  In addition, the rate of payment of claims tends to 
be related to the severity of claims.  Smaller claims tend to settle more quickly than larger claims.  
As a result of this relationship, we consider the closure rate when making our judgments 
regarding paid and average paid loss development.   
 
As stated above:   
 

Closure Rate = 
Number of Features Closed with Loss Payment 

Selected Ultimate Loss Counts 

 
We look at this ratio to see if there is a change in the rate of claim closure, which may impact the 
paid loss development (historically and in the future).  Column (11) of Exhibit A shows the closure 
rate at the first evaluation point for each accident period.  We also look at further development 
points for the same reason, but it is the first development point (i.e., six months) that tends to be 
the most informative, since the closure rate tends to vary more when claims are less mature.  
Greater variability in the closure rate causes greater distortions in the development of paid and 
average paid losses. 
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The following section from Exhibit A (as well as the underlying data) illustrates this point: 
 

 
 

For this segment, the closure rate has been decreasing for the past four accident semesters.  
This will tend to distort the predictive value of our historical paid and average paid loss 
development.  The current paid losses will therefore not be expected to develop similarly to the 
historical paid losses.  If a standard paid development projection is applied blindly, the resulting 
indication will likely not be reasonable.   
 
Assuming that the lower severity claims are settled first, the trend seen in the closure rate would 
imply that the claims that have been paid in the most recent accident periods have a lower 
average severity (at the 6-month evaluation point) than those in the past.  See the example on 
page 10 for an illustration.  In addition, the future development of these losses may be 
understated if historical development patterns are applied.  Therefore, the ultimate losses may be 
understated, the required reserves may be understated, and the reserve adequacy may be 
overstated. 
 
The closure rate pattern is discussed with our Claims area to determine what may be causing it to 
change (e.g., process changes, staffing changes, or change in the volume of claims).  We 
consider whether the trend is expected to continue or reverse, or whether we are now at a level 
that is expected to remain consistent.  We consider this information in our selections for future 
development of paid and average paid losses.   
 
With this specific segment, some of the hypotheses stated above are not necessarily true.  In 
fact, application of the paid and average paid LDFs from the most recent 6-month period – i.e., 
the result of the Last Diagonal, as shown at the bottom of columns (1) and (2) of Exhibit A – 
would result in lower reserve adequacy.   
 
Upon further review, we conclude that the vast majority of the reserve inadequacy that results 
from the Last Diagonal of the paid projections is due to the most recent accident semester.  For 
this period, even though the closure rate is lower than history, the average paid loss is higher 
than history.  This is a time when it is especially helpful to discuss these issues with 
management, to get additional information that may help in the analysis.  It is possible that there 
are process changes or specific claims that may help to explain this development and help us to 
make better projections.  This type of volatility in paid development also indicates that it may be 
preferable to give more credibility to the incurred projections in making our final selections of 
indicated ultimate losses. 
 
Incurred and Average Incurred Losses: To find the incurred losses, we add current reserves to 
the amount of paid losses.  Recall from Section III – Types of Reserves that the financial case 
reserve amount carried on the Company’s records takes the average reserve if it is below the 
predetermined threshold for the applicable segment, or uses the adjuster reserve if it is greater 
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than or equal to the threshold.  However, when we analyze incurred loss data in our reviews, we 
use the adjuster reserve for all claims, not just those above the threshold. 
 
When a claim is recorded, it immediately receives an average reserve.  Once the adjuster has 
enough information about the claim to make a reasonable estimate of its ultimate cost, the 
adjuster may enter an estimate into the claims system.  The adjuster may revise this estimate as 
additional information becomes available.  Using adjuster reserves in our incurred data is 
appropriate in our reviews because it allows us to consider the most current information available 
on claims as we track their development. 
 
The recording of claims can be influenced by the time it takes for the claimant to report the claim 
and the time it takes for the Company to record the claim.  The time it takes for the claimant to 
report the claim can be influenced by external forces, such as laws and regulations in the state, 
the legal environment, and the economy.  The time it takes for the Company to record the claim 
can be influenced by changes in claim processing. 
 
Incurred (and average incurred) losses can be more reliable than paid (and average paid) losses 
for projecting ultimate losses.  Since incurred losses include the case reserve, and the case 
reserve is established as soon as the claim opens, incurred losses more accurately reflect 
ultimate losses in the early life of a claim.  Also, case reserves are adjusted when additional 
information is known, making incurred losses more reliable over time. 
 
We especially prefer incurred loss projections when we have volatile closure rates affecting our 
paid projections as in this example.  Any data distortions in the paid data are mitigated as a result 
of including case reserves as a component of incurred data, making incurred loss development 
more stable than paid loss development in many cases.   
 
However, adding case reserves adds a new type of uncertainty.  Injury claims (BI, PIP, and 
UMBI) develop longer and vary more than property claims (Comprehensive, Collision and 
Property Damage).  Since injury claims can involve lawsuits, adjusters have more difficulty 
making accurate estimates.  Furthermore, changes in the adjusting process and personnel can 
affect the development of incurred losses.  In our reviews, we watch for changes in the adjusting 
process that may affect how losses develop. 

 

Earlier, we mentioned that the closure rate influences the average paid severity.  Also, note that 
the closure rate influences the average adjuster case reserve amount.  The trend in both the 
average adjuster case reserve amount and the average paid severity are expected to be in the 
same direction as the trend in the closure rate.  The following example illustrates these points: 
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As a result of the decrease in closure rate from Scenario I to Scenario 2, the paid severity of the 
closed claims and the incurred severity of the open claims, which would be reflected in the 
average adjuster case reserve amounts, have both decreased as well. 
 
We consider how much of the average adjuster case reserve amounts (and changes in those 
amounts) is due to adjuster estimates versus the averages from the tables.  At the 6-month 
development point, 88% of our open BI liability claims countrywide have adjuster estimates (as of 
year-end 2014.)  For a given state, the percentage may change over time (at the same 
development point).  In addition, as claims age, the adjusters will enter estimated reserves on a 
greater proportion of the open claims.  In total, over 90% of our open BI liability claims have 
adjuster estimates.   
 
We look at this group of parameters to see if there is a change in adjuster activity that may be 
affecting incurred loss development or incurred severity.  The following excerpt from Exhibit A 
illustrates this point for this segment.  Column (10) of Exhibit A shows the average adjuster case 
reserve at the first evaluation point (i.e., six months) for each accident period.  While we also look 
at later evaluation points, the first evaluation point tends to be the most informative.  
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This data for the most recent periods supports the hypothesis that a decreasing closure rate will 
lead to decreasing average adjuster case reserves.  However, there could also be other reasons 
for the decrease in these average adjuster case reserve amounts.  Several possibilities are as 
follows: 
  
• There may have been a lower percentage of large claims. 
• There may have been a significant change in the mix of business by limit. 
• . 
• There may have been process changes, causing: 

o Adjusters to leave claims at the financial reserve for a longer period of time before 
assigning their own estimates. 

o Adjusters to estimate the value of the claims differently. 
o Higher severity claims to settle more quickly. 

• There may have been external (legal, regulatory, or environmental) forces causing severity of 
open claims (or all claims) to decrease. 

 
We discuss the adjuster reserving patterns with claims management to determine what may be 
causing this trend, whether it is expected to continue or reverse, or whether we are now at an 
expected level.  We consider this information in our selections for future development of incurred 
(and average incurred) losses.  For example, if adjuster estimates are lower than history for 
similar claims, we select higher LDFs to project ultimate losses.   
 
The selected reserve adequacies shown in columns (3) and (4) of Exhibit A are lower than those 
that would result from applying the LDFs from the recent diagonals (i.e., the “default” 
adequacies).  This results from our selected factors for the incurred projections being somewhat 
higher, on average, than those from the recent diagonals because we determined that the 
development in the recent past (the last few diagonals of the incurred triangles) was more 
favorable than we expect for the future. 
 
Indicated Ultimate Losses:  After consideration of the paid and incurred projections (in columns 
(1) through (4)) and all of the issues involved in those selections, we make our indicated ultimate 
loss selections for each accident semester.  For this segment, we determined that the incurred 
projections are more reliable than the paid projections.  Therefore, our selected ultimate losses 
consider the ultimate loss amounts from the two incurred projections.   
 
Sometimes, we may use additional analysis to select ultimate loss amounts for some of the 
periods, usually the most recent periods, that are not based directly upon the four standard 
projections.  It may be that the projected loss amount from the standard methods does not lead to 
a reasonable ultimate severity, pure premium and/or loss ratio.  We would normally expect 
severity and pure premium to have trends that reasonably reflect internal and external trends in 
loss costs and inflation.  These trends, as well as the frequency trends, are discussed with 
Product Management and Pricing to verify the reasonableness of our assumptions.  We do not 
necessarily expect to match their selected trends, but management should understand the 
reasons for the differences.  We also expect the loss ratio and pure premium to be relatively 
stable, other than changes due to business operations, rate levels or business mix. 
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Consider the following chart, which contains information from Exhibit A: 
 

 
 

Severity =
Ultimate Losses 
Ultimate Counts 

Pure 
Premium 

= 
Ultimate Losses 

Earned Exposures 
Loss 
Ratio 

= 
Ultimate Losses 
Earned Premium 

 
If we do not believe that the severity is reasonable, we may select a different ultimate loss 
amount or ultimate count to make the resulting severity more reasonable.  A revised selection 
would also be tested against the other parameters for reasonableness.  For this segment, the 
ultimate severity (column (17)) for the last accident semester is 11.9% lower than the previous 
accident semester, but it is about the same as it was two semesters ago ($6,550 vs. $6,547), and 
the fitted annual trend of approximately 2.0% appears reasonable.  Large losses or fluctuations in 
ultimate loss experience may be causing volatility in severity over the recent periods.  The pure 
premiums (column (21)) and loss ratios (column (22)) that result from the selected losses also 
appear to be within a reasonable range. Thus, we conclude that the ultimate loss selections are 
reasonable.   
 

The required reserves and reserve adequacy in column (7) are then calculated by using the 
identities as follows: 
 

Required Reserves = Total Ultimate Losses − Total Paid Losses = $27,194,000 

Reserve Adequacy = Held Reserves − Required Reserves = $844,000 

 
Therefore, based upon this accident period analysis, our total held reserves are adequate by 
$844,000. 
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Claim Counts and Frequency: The following chart contains columns (12) through (15) of   
Exhibit A: 

 

 
 
Column (13) shows our projections of the ultimate CWP rates.  Changes in CWP rates are 
usually due to process changes.  In this example, the previous process may have been to open 
claims as soon as they were reported, without sufficiently verifying whether coverage existed.  
Under another process, claims may not open until there is additional information regarding the 
validity of the claim, causing the CWP rate to decrease.  Note that this change in process should 
not affect the closure rate, since the calculation of closure rate excludes claims closed without 
payment.   
 
Claim counts shown in columns (14) and (15) represent our projections of estimated ultimate 
counts of claims with loss payment for each accident semester.  These estimates are made using 
different sets of data for each projection, sorted and analyzed by accident semester. 
 
• The Incurred Count Projection (column (14)) uses feature counts for claims that have 

closed with loss payment, plus claims that are currently open (whether or not there have 
been payments on them). 

 
• The Recorded Count Projection (column (15)) uses feature counts for all claims that have 

been recorded.  The projected ultimate recorded counts are multiplied by [100% minus the 
ultimate CWP rates in column (13)] for the same respective accident periods to derive the 
ultimate counts in column (15).  We do this to get the ultimate counts for claims with loss 
payment. 

 
The following chart shows the selected ultimate incurred counts, which considers the incurred 
and recorded projections, underlying information, and the various projection methods discussed 
above.  Also shown are the resulting frequencies, the change in frequency from period to period, 
and the 4 point and 8 point annual fitted exponential trends.  These fitted trends represent the 
average annual change in frequency, considering the historical selections over the past two years 
(4 points) and four years (8 points). 
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Generally, we would expect frequency to have trends that reasonably reflect the Company’s mix 
of business and/or the industry results.  We discuss this with Product Management and Claims in 
order to check the reasonableness of our assumptions.  If we do not believe that the frequency is 
reasonable, we may select a different ultimate count to make the resulting frequency more 
reasonable.  However, changes in the counts may also change the resulting severities.   
 
Once we determine that the selected indicated loss amounts, frequencies, severities, pure 
premiums, and loss ratios are what we consider to be reasonable, we are done with this phase of 
the analysis.  However, we may revisit some of these selections after we have done the record 
period and IBNR analyses if they result in significantly different conclusions.   
 
As calculated above in column (7) of Exhibit A, our total held reserves are adequate by $844,000 
based upon this accident period analysis.  We may reduce the reserves by that amount, or we 
may change the reserves by an amount other than that.  We base this judgment upon several 
factors such as the consistency or credibility of the indications in the review.  When the credibility 
of the review is higher and the review is consistent, the overall reserve change will be closer to 
the indicated amount.  The credibility is higher if our projections are relatively consistent with each 
other and the indications are consistent with prior reviews.  On the other hand, if our projections 
are not reasonably consistent, or if there are recent changes in our indications of adequacy or 
trend, we attach less credibility to the current review.  
 
The record period and IBNR analyses (shown in Exhibits C, D, and E, and discussed later in this 
section) will determine how the adequacy is distributed by type of reserve, and how we should 
implement the changes by category.   
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Exhibit B 
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Exhibit B – Accident Period Average Incurred Loss Development 

 
The average incurred loss method is one of the standard projections that we use to estimate 
ultimate losses.   
 
The top portion of Exhibit B (unshaded area) contains actual data in a triangular format.  The 
section of Exhibit B shown below includes the actual data from the last 8 accident semesters, 
evaluated at 6-month intervals (semi-annual).  The figures in the Blue Shaded cells are projected 
data points, which will be discussed later.  The last column shows ultimate severities that result 
from the analysis that follows.  Note that these ultimate severities are also carried over to column 
(9) of Exhibit A, as discussed previously. 

 

 
 

Each data point in the  
Average Incurred Loss  

development triangle 
= 

Incurred Loss Dollars 
Incurred Counts 

Incurred Counts = the number 
of claim features closed with 
loss payment + the number 

open claim features 

 
Also recall that incurred losses that we use in our analysis are made up of paid losses plus case 
reserves.  The case reserves are the adjuster estimates when they exist, or the averages from 
the case tables (per the actuarial reviews) when the adjusters have not made estimates.  
 
The ending month of each accident semester is in the left-hand column.  The evaluation points 
(across the top) represent 6-month periods.  The first evaluation point is the same date as the 
end of each respective accident period.  Each successive evaluation point represents 6 additional 
months of development.  The last (i.e., most recent or current) evaluation of the average incurred 
loss by accident semester has the end of December 2014 as its evaluation point and is indicated 
in red on the chart above.  The collection of all such points is referred to as the Last Diagonal 
since it forms the boundary separating the actual loss experience from the ultimate projections. 
 
For example, for the accident semester ending December 2013, the loss amount and count data 
that underlie the average incurred losses (in blue, with the current evaluation being on the same 
line in red) in the above chart are as follows: 
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The middle portion of Exhibit B contains the age-to-age LDFs, or link ratios, in a triangular format.  
Each link ratio represents the development from one evaluation point to the next.  For example, 
the link ratios for the accident semester ending December 2013 are calculated as follows and 
summarized on the next page. 
 
The link ratio development of average incurred losses (from the triangle at the top portion of 
Exhibit B) from evaluation point 1 to evaluation point 2 (i.e., from December 2013 to June 2014) is 
calculated by $5,850 / $5,657 = 1.034.  Thus, during the 6-month period from December 2013 to 
June 2014, the average incurred losses for that accident period increased by 3.4%.  Similarly, 
from June 2014 to December 2014 (evaluation point 2 to evaluation point 3), the link ratio was 
$6,189 / $5,850 = 1.058.  In other words, State XYZ experienced a 5.8% increase in the average 
incurred loss during that interval.   
 
These calculations are done for successive pairs of data points on the triangle.  (Notice that the 
Last Diagonal in the chart below is again colored red.  Also, the 2

nd
 to Last Diagonal is colored 

Blue). 
 
The purpose of this is to see how the claims have developed historically.  This historical 
information is then used, along with other information and judgment, to estimate how the claims 
will develop in the future.  If the data were well-behaved, you would expect the link ratios to be 
consistent down each column.  This would indicate that claim reporting, reserving and settlement 
patterns have been consistent throughout history.   
 
You can see in the following table that the link ratios are not consistent for State XYZ.  We need 
to consider other parts of our analysis, as well as other information that management can provide 
to try and understand the reasons for this inconsistent pattern.  We use that information to select 
the factors for estimated future development. 
 
In order to assist in this process, we take the average of the link ratios down each column.  We 
also look at selections we made at the same intervals from previous reviews.  This information is 
near the bottom of Exhibit B.  Significant portions of this are also included in the chart below, 
along with the selected factors and the resulting ultimate severities.   
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Avg. Last 4 means the arithmetic mean of the last four link ratios from that respective 
development interval (i.e., from the column directly above).  This tells us how the average 
incurred losses have developed over that interval during the past four semesters.   
For example, for the first development interval, we have: 
 

Avg. Last 4 = 
(0.995 + 0.995 + 1.034 + 1.225) 

4 
= 1.062. 

 
Since we review many segments every three months, the Prior Selections are shown for the most 
recent review (@ 3 months), and the review prior to that (@ 6 months).  This gives us some 
perspective on how the actual development compares to our prior estimate of future 
development, and how our opinions have changed with updated information.   
 
The Selected Factors are colored green in the chart above.  The most significant amount of 
judgment goes into the selection of the initial link ratio for the first development interval, since 
these claims are the least mature.  Therefore, our ultimate projection is based on less information 
than older accident periods, which have had more time to develop.  The selected factor of 1.130 
is higher than the average of the last four factors, as well as the 6-month prior selection for that 
interval.  The actual from the most recent 6 months (i.e., the Last Diagonal) was 1.225.  This is 
the highest that it has been in recent history and the selection shows that we expect this higher 
development in the future.  
 
Similarly, in the second and third age intervals, we have selected factors that are higher than the 
average of the last four factors.  This is because of inconsistency in the last four link ratios for 
each column.  The link ratios in the Last Diagonal and 2

nd 
to Last Diagonal are much higher 

than those in the 3
rd

 and 4
th
 to last diagonal.  Looking down each column, historical link ratios for 
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each development interval indicate that the link ratios from the 3
rd

 and 4
th
 to last diagonals are 

unusually low.  Thus, the average of the last four factors for 2-3 and 3-4 age intervals are 
understated.    The selected factors of 1.041 for the second interval and 1.023 for the third age 
interval are obtained by taking the arithmetic mean of the last two factors only.  
 
Recall the discussion of the average adjuster case reserves from Exhibit A.  They decreased (at 
the 6-month evaluation point) for each of the past three semesters.  Not surprisingly, the average 
incurred losses have also decreased for each of the past three semesters (at the 6-month 
evaluation point, i.e., the first column).  Therefore, we expect the future development on the 
incurred losses to be similar to our experience in the last two diagonals.   
 
The blue shaded portion in the chart at the beginning of this section (and at the top of Exhibit B) 
shows how we expect the average incurred losses to develop over time based upon our selected 
factors.  For example, for the accident semester ending December 2014, the current evaluation of 
the average incurred losses (Last Diagonal) is $5,289 per claim.  When this is multiplied by the 
selected 1-2 factor of 1.130, the resulting average in the first blue shaded cell of that accident 
period is $5,977.  That is what we project the average incurred losses to be for accident semester 
December 2014 when they are evaluated 6 months later (at June 2015).  Similar calculations are 
done for each development period and each accident period.  This technique is sometimes 
referred to as “completing the rectangle.” 
 
When the selected age-to-age factors are multiplied by each other from the current development 
point (Last Diagonal) to the ultimate development (when all claims are expected to be closed), 
the resulting factor is called the Cumulative LDF.  The ultimate severity for each accident period 
is then the amount at the Last Diagonal, multiplied by the cumulative factor.  For example, for 
the Accident Semester ending December 2014:  
 

Ultimate Severity = $5,289 × 1.243 = $6,575 
 
As explained previously (in the discussion of Exhibit A), ultimate severities are multiplied by the 
indicated ultimate counts, to derive the ultimate losses from this projection.  Both the ultimate 
severities and the ultimate losses are carried onto Exhibit A, to be considered in the final 
selections.   
 
There is another reasonableness test done on Exhibit B.  We compare the adequacies that would 
be derived from several different selections of future LDFs.  This chart is from the box in the 
middle of Exhibit B, about two-thirds of the way across the page, and it is also carried onto Exhibit 
A for reference.   

 
 

As discussed previously, we calculate required reserves and reserve adequacy as follows: 
 

Required Reserves 
 

Reserve Adequacy 

= 
 

= 

Total Ultimate Losses 
 

Held Reserves 

– 
 
– 

Total Paid Losses 
 

Required Reserves 
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According to the final selections of indicated ultimate losses, the loss reserve adequacy is 
$844,000.  This calculation is summarized on Exhibit A.  The chart shows that, according to our 
selections from the average incurred development projection, the adequacy would be $888,000.  
We relied upon this projection, as well as the incurred loss projection for our final selections. 
 
Had we used default selections for the LDFs from the average incurred development, our 
adequacy would have been higher.  These default adequacies, as shown in the chart, are the 
result of the Average of the Last 4 factors, as well as the factors from the 2

nd 
to Last Diagonal 

and the Last Diagonal.  For example, the factors on the Last Diagonal are shown in red above 
(in the triangle of Age-to-Age Link Ratios).  If the current losses would develop at the rate 
indicated by this set of factors, adequacy would be $3,154,000.  Similarly, if the current losses 
would develop according to the factors along the 2

nd 
to Last Diagonal, as shown in blue above, 

adequacy would be $1,951,000. 
 
On average, our selected factors are higher than the default factors, because we expect the 
average incurred losses to develop at a higher rate in the future than they have in the recent past.  
Higher selected LDFs lead to higher ultimate losses, which lead to higher required reserves, thus 
a lower reserve adequacy.  Therefore, even though our selected adequacy is outside of the range 
of the default selections, we conclude that it is reasonable, based upon other information we have 
gained through the analysis. 
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Exhibit C 
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Exhibit C – Record Period Analysis 
 

• COLUMNS (1) and (2):  Estimated ultimate incurred losses, resulting required reserves, and 
reserve adequacy from two different sets of projections, using three different types of fixed 
selections of LDFs for the projections 

 
• COLUMNS (3) and (4):  Cumulative adjuster-incurred losses (i.e., paid losses plus adjuster 

reserves) and paid losses as of the evaluation date of 12/31/2014 
 

• COLUMN (5):  Indicated ultimate losses which have been selected by the Loss Reserving 
area considering all information obtained during the analysis, along with the resulting required 
reserves and reserve adequacy 

 
• COLUMN (6):  Estimated ultimate incurred severities, based upon the projections of average 

incurred losses 
 
• COLUMNS (7) and (8):  Indicated ultimate severities which result from the ultimate selections 

of losses and counts, along with the change in severities when comparing two consecutive 
periods in time, and the 4-point and 8-point fitted exponential trends.   

 
• COLUMNS (9) and (10): Indicated ultimate counts which have been selected by the Loss 

Reserving area, considering all of the information obtained during the analysis 
 

This exhibit summarizes our record period analysis for this segment, so the claims are sorted and 
analyzed by record date.  We utilize 6-month record periods (i.e., record semesters), which 
represent all claims that have been recorded during the 6-month period ending at the end of the 
designated month (in the left-hand column of the exhibit).   
 
The record period analysis measures the adequacy of our case reserves.  In other words, the 
estimated ultimate losses for each record period include losses for claims that have already been 
recorded.  They do not include losses for unrecorded claims, thus they exclude IBNR.   
 
The information summarized on this exhibit is similar to the information summarized on Exhibit A.  
The issues involved in the analysis of record period losses are similar to the issues for accident 
period losses.  The calculations of the components of the analyses are also very similar.  
Therefore, the focus of this discussion will be to compare and contrast the results of Exhibit C 
(Record Period Analysis) with Exhibit A (Accident Period Analysis). 
 
Severity: The timing difference between when accidents occur and when they are 
recorded/reopened will help explain how severities differ between the analyses.  A given accident 
could occur in one accident period, but be reported in a later record period.  Accidents are 
reported and recorded after they occur, and severity is normally expected to change over time.  
Therefore, for a given period-ending date, the record period severity (for accidents from earlier 
periods) is expected to be different than the accident period severity for the same respective 
semester.  The following chart illustrates the differences in severity for this segment: 
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Counts: The indicated ultimate counts (shown in column (10) of Exhibit C and column (16) of 
Exhibit A) should also be similar, in aggregate, between the two analyses.  If frequency is 
relatively flat and we are growing in volume, the aggregate claim counts should be higher for the 
accident period analysis than for the record period analysis due to the expected time lag between 
the occurrence and the recording of accidents. Over the past two years, this segment 
experienced a decreasing trend in earned premium and exposure volume.  In addition, frequency 
had been decreasing over most of the period, but it flattened out over the past year.  The 
aggregate accident period counts (19,422) are slightly higher than the aggregate record period 
counts (19,331), which is a reasonable result. 
 
Reserve Adequacy: Almost every one of the default and selected adequacies is lower for the 
Record Period Analysis than for the same respective projections in the Accident Period Analysis.  
This is summarized in the following chart, which pulls information from both Exhibits A and C: 

 

 
 
Based on the analyses in Exhibits A and C, we have determined the following: 
 

Adequacy of Total Reserves, per accident period analysis =     $844,000 
Adequacy of Case Reserves, per record period analysis   = ($1,029,000) 

 
Since Total Reserves = Case Reserves + IBNR Reserves, we expect that the adequacy of 
IBNR Reserves is reasonably well-approximated, as follows:   
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IBNR Reserve Adequacy 
 

 
 

= 
= 
= 
= 

  Total Reserve Adequacy 
$844,000 
$844,000 

$1,873,000 

− 
− 
+ 
 

 Case Reserve Adequacy 
($1,029,000) 
$1,029,000 

 

 
This calculation suggests that since the total reserves are adequate overall, and the case 
reserves are inadequate, the IBNR reserves are expected to be adequate. 
 
In the next section we will discuss a separate analysis of late report claims by lag period, in order 
to independently determine IBNR reserve adequacy.  We compare the results of that analysis to 
the results above to test for reasonableness. 
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Exhibit D 
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Exhibit D – Summary of Estimated IBNR 
 
This exhibit discusses the IBNR analysis in our loss reviews.  Section III of the manual explained 
that IBNR reserves represent estimates of losses for claims that have already occurred but have 
not yet been recorded by the Company.  These are sometimes called late reported claims. 
 
In 2013 we changed our process for how we set IBNR factors. Before this change, we had only 
quarterly factors; now, the first quarter will be replaced by three monthly factors followed by the 
usual quarterly factors. Throughout the Exhibit D commentary these three monthly factors are 
split out in the exhibits. When we get to the Exhibit E commentary, we will still refer to quarterly 
lags to keep the analysis less complicated; just keep in mind that the first lag is a combination of 
the first three months.  
 
Recalling from Section III, late reported claims are grouped by the lag period between the date on 
which the claim occurred (the accident date) and the date when the claim was reported (the 
record date).  For example, all claims occurring in one quarter and reported in the subsequent 
quarter are classified as Quarterly Lag 1 claims.  Loss Reserving uses two methods to project the 
amount of pure premium necessary to accurately reserve for IBNR for each accident period.  
 

• Method 1 (Frequency × Severity) projects ultimate counts and ultimate average 
incurred losses by accident period and lag period.  We obtain ultimate frequency by 
normalizing ultimate counts by calendar period exposures.  Then, we obtain the amount 
of pure premium by taking the product of ultimate frequency and ultimate severity, as 
illustrated in the identity that follows.  This process is detailed in Exhibit E. 

 

Ultimate  
Frequency 

× 
Ultimate  
Severity 

= 
Ultimate  Counts 

Earned  Exposures 
× 

Ultimate  Losses 
Ultimate  Counts 

       

   = 
Ultimate  Counts 

Earned  Exposures 
× 

Ultimate  Losses 
Ultimate  Counts 

       

   = 
Ultimate  Losses 

Earned Exposures 
     
   = Pure Premium 

 
• Method 2 (Losses / Exposures) projects incurred losses by accident period and lag 

period to ultimate. Then, ultimate losses are normalized by calendar period exposures to 
determine how many dollars of premium per exposure should be reserved for IBNR 
claims.  This method is used in segments with very short-tailed IBNR. 

 
Once we have projected a needed pure premium for each accident period, we summarize the 
results, as seen in Exhibit D.  Exhibit D summarizes four and a half years of required IBNR, by 
accident quarter.  The relevant accident periods are shown in column (3).  The most recent period 
should have the largest proportion of required IBNR, since it is expected to have the largest 
proportion of unreported claims.  Therefore, we will focus on the most recent accident quarter.  
The following chart shows columns (1) through (9) from the December 2014 row of Exhibit D: 
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Column 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

Description 

Prior Review Future Pure Premium 
Calculated Pure Premium using 6-mo. Emerged 
Quarterly Record w/in Accident Period Ending 
Total Future Pure Premium* 
Earned Exposures 
Earned Premium 
Indicated IBNR = (4) × (5) 
Indicated IBNR Factor = (7) / (6) 
Current IBNR Factor   
 

Amount 

$41.17 
$34.05 

Dec-2014  
$45.21 
8,926 

$3,033,424 
$403,544 

13.3% 
16.5% 

*Pure Premium is defined as Losses per Exposure (or per Earned Car Year). 

 
At the time of the prior review, we projected that the required IBNR reserves were $41.17 per 
exposure (column (1)) for the most recent accident quarter.  However, we now have updated 
information on claims that have been reported or have emerged since that evaluation date, on 
accidents that occurred prior to that date.  Based upon the emergence over the past 6 months, 
we now retrospectively project that the required IBNR reserves should have been $34.05 per 
exposure (column (2)) for the most recent accident quarter.  Therefore, the actual emergence has 
been lower than expected for this period.   
 
Note that the 6 Month Emerged Pure Premium of $34.05 is used in our judgment of future pure 
premium for accident quarter December 2014.  However, it is based upon data from the June 
2014 accident quarter because June 2014 is the most recent quarter for which there has been 6 
months of emergence.  It is a retrospective result because it restates what we would have needed 
six months ago if we had the next six months of information at that time.  The following chart 
shows the calculation of the retrospective indicated IBNR factor and the retrospective 6-month 
emerged pure premium for accident quarter June 2014 which are used in our projections for 
accident quarter December 2014: 
 

Column 
 

(10) 
(7)

1 

 (sum) 
(6) 
(11) 
(5) 
(2) 

Data for Accident Quarter Ending June 2014 
 

IBNR Emerged since June 2014 
Estimated Future Indicated IBNR 

Retrospective Indicated IBNR @ June 2014 = (10) + (7) 
Earned Premium 

Retro Indicated IBNR Factor @ June 2014 = (sum) / (6) 
Earned Exposures 

Retro 6-month Emerged Pure Premium = (sum) / (5) 

Amount 
 

$570,118 
$202,219 
$772,337 

$7,197,385 
10.7% 
22,681 
$34.05             

 
The following chart shows the first 4 columns of Exhibit D for the eight most recent accident 
quarters: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
(7) is our Estimated Future Indicated IBNR for Accident Period ending June 2014 = (4) * (5) 
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If you compare all of column (2) to column (1) on Exhibit D, you can see that we have generally 
experienced favorable IBNR emergence.  As stated at the beginning of this section, the results of 
this case study are not intended to represent the actual results of the Company.  Our intent is to 
illustrate and discuss issues that we consider during an analysis.  The result in this case study 
may be due to: 
 
• Fewer claims than expected were reported (i.e., lower frequency than expected). 
• The severity of the late reported claims has been lower than expected. 
• There may have been a process change that impacts the timing of claim reporting and/or the 

severity of late reported claims. 
• There may be external forces that impact timing of claim reporting and/or the severity of the 

late reported claims. 
 
Our selected pure premiums are based upon the actual emergence and development of late 
reported claims (by reporting lag period within each accident period).  They also include an 
expected level of inflation, since our current IBNR reserves need to be at the cost level that is 
relevant to each respective accident and record period.  The selected Future Pure Premiums are 
shown in column (4).  We selected $45.21 per exposure for the most recent accident period.  The 
details of the calculations that make up these Future Pure Premiums are included in Exhibit E, 
and explained later in this section. 
 
The following chart shows columns (3) through (9) of Exhibit D for the eight most recent accident 
quarters: 
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The indicated IBNR in column (7) represents the expected late emergence of features that have 
been incurred but not yet recorded for each respective accident period.  In order to calculate the 
expected amount of late reported losses, we multiply pure premium, defined as losses per 
exposure, by the number of exposures during that period (column (5)).  For the accident quarter 
ending December 2014 shown above, this calculation is as follows: 
 

Indicated IBNR = Future Pure Premium × Earned Exposures 

 = 45.21 × 8,926 

 = 403,544   

 
In order to carry the appropriate level of IBNR reserves in the Company’s financials, we assign 
IBNR factors to each trailing 3-month period of earned premium.  Therefore, our IBNR reserves 
will change as our premium volume changes.  Assuming profitability remains consistent, this 
should allow our IBNR reserves to keep up with inflation and changes in mix of business for 
months in which we do not complete a review.   
 
The indicated IBNR factors in column (8) are then calculated by dividing the indicated IBNR 
losses by earned premium, as shown in the following example for the accident quarter ending 
December 2014: 
 

Indicated IBNR Factor = 
Indicated IBNR Losses 

Earned Premium 

 = 
$403,544 

$3,033,424 

 = 13.3% 

 
The indicated factors in column (8) are less than the current factors in column (9).  This is not 
surprising since we experienced favorable emergence.  We test the reasonableness of our 
indicated factors in column (8) by comparing these to the factors in column (11) which result from 
the actual emergence over the past 6 months added to the expected future emergence for each 
respective accident quarter.  This information is shown in the following excerpt from Exhibit D: 
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Each indicated factor from the current evaluation in column (8) would be compared to the 
emerged indicated factors in column (11) from two quarters prior (that is, several rows up).  This 
shows that the selected indicated factors are reasonable, based upon the recent emergence 
patterns. 
 
The bottom portion of Exhibit D summarizes the IBNR reserve adequacy by comparing the 
indicated IBNR reserves to the carried (or held) IBNR reserves.  This is summarized below: 
 

IBNR Reserves 

Indicated [sum of column (7)] 
 
Held IBNR Reserves 
 
Adequacy = Held − Indicated 

2,317,000 
 
4,404,000 
 
2,086,000 

 
The indicated IBNR of $2,317,000 at the bottom of column (7) is the sum of the indicated IBNR 
for all accident periods, based upon the calculations as illustrated above.  The carried IBNR of 
$4,404,000 is equal to each of the current IBNR factors in column (9) multiplied by each of the 
quarterly earned premium values in column (6).  The calculation shows that our IBNR reserves 
are adequate by $2,086,000.  
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As mentioned previously, IBNR Reserves = Total Reserves – Case Reserves.   
 

IBNR Reserve Adequacy 
(Expected) 

= 
Total Reserve Adequacy 
(Accident Period Analysis) 

− 
Case Reserve Adequacy 
(Record Period Analysis) 

 = $844,000 − ($1,029,000) 

 = $1,873,000   

Difference in IBNR 
Adequacy 

= 
Adequacy per IBNR 

Analysis 
(per separate analysis) 

− 
Expected IBNR Adequacy 
(Acc Period − Rec Period) 

 = $2,086,000 − $1,873,000 

 = $213,000   

 
Since our total carried loss reserves for this segment are $28,038,000 (as shown on Exhibit A), 
this difference in IBNR adequacy of $213,000 is approximately 0.8%.  We conclude that this is a 
reasonable difference. 
 
We may revise our IBNR factors in the indicated direction, in order to move our carried IBNR 
reserves toward the indicated amount.  By decreasing IBNR reserves and increasing case 
reserves, we would obtain a reserve level that is consistent with our indications.  Therefore, the 
case, IBNR and total loss reserves for this segment will be a reasonable provision for the 
expected future payments on claims for which we are liable. 
 

IBNR for coverages such as PIP, Property Damage, and Physical Damage includes consideration 
of future salvage and subrogation recoveries, which can lead to distortions in the indicated pure 
premiums.  To address this, the model has been enhanced to allow the analyst to develop 
salvage recoveries, subrogation recoveries, and gross losses separately.   
 

Net Losses = Gross Losses – Salvage Recoveries – Subrogation Recoveries 
 
This result is compared to the analysis using net losses as a reasonableness check to determine 
if the pure premium selections make sense.  
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Exhibit E – IBNR Analysis 
 

In order to estimate the indicated level of IBNR reserves, we need to estimate the expected future 
pure premiums by accident quarter.  These selected pure premiums are shown in column (4) of 
Exhibit D.  They are determined by estimating the ultimate frequency and ultimate severity for 
each report lag period.  We then sum the estimated future pure premiums for each report lag 
period within each accident quarter, adjusted for inflation.  We select these lag pure premiums by 
grouping the incurred count and average incurred loss data by lag period.  We then sort and 
analyze the data by accident quarter for each lag period.  Exhibit E summarizes the steps 
involved in this process.   
 
Although we are referring to quarterly lags here, as mentioned above, the first lag is actually 
broken up into three monthly lags in our analysis. Here we kept the first lag as a combination of 
those three months to help keep the commentary less complicated.  
 
Step 1:  Select ultimate counts by accident period for each report lag group.  We do this for 
8 quarterly lag groups (from Quarterly Lag 0 through Quarterly Lag 7) and for 5 annual lag groups  
(from Annual Lag 2 through Annual Lag 6). 
 
The Quarterly Lag 0 triangle includes all counts that are recorded in the same quarter in which 
the accidents occurred.  Therefore, these are the recorded counts as of the end of the accident 
quarter.  The Quarterly Lag 1 triangle includes all counts that are recorded in the quarter following 
the quarter in which the accidents occurred.  The following chart is an excerpt from page 1 of 
Exhibit E, showing the development of incurred counts for the Quarterly Lag 1 group by accident 
quarter, as well as the selected LDFs and ultimate feature counts: 
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The development column labeled “0” represents the incurred losses evaluated as of the end of 
the quarter that the claims were recorded.  For example, the red amount of 148 in the above 
chart represents the number of incurred features for claims that occurred in the quarter ending 
September 2014 that were recorded in the quarter ending December 2014 (i.e. one lag quarter), 
evaluated as of the end of December 2014.  We note that the accident quarter ending December 
2014 has not yet experienced any Quarterly Lag 1 claims, since those would be recorded in the 
future – i.e., the first quarter of 2015.  Thus, the most recent accident period in the Quarterly Lag 
1 triangle is September 2014. 
 
In order to select LDFs for the IBNR analysis, we go through a process similar to what we do for 
the accident period and record period analyses.  We use averages of the link ratios, as well as 
judgment in the selection process.  We go through this selection process for each of the report 
lag groups.   
 
Step 2:  Summarize projected ultimate counts for all lag groups into an exhibit like that 
shown below.  Note that the selected ultimate counts from the Quarterly Lag 1 analysis (above) 
are transferred to this chart in the Quarterly Lag 1 column.   
 
 
 

 
 
Step 3:  Calculate projected ultimate frequency for all lag groups by dividing the projected 
ultimate feature count for each accident quarter by the corresponding calendar period earned 
exposures (from column (5) of Exhibit D).  An excerpt from page 2 of Exhibit E is shown below. 
 

 
 
Step 4:  Trend ultimate frequencies to the level of the Last Diagonal using the selected 
Annual IBNR Frequency Trend.  We have selected an Annual IBNR Frequency Trend of +2.0%. 
This is based upon judgment, considering the historical frequency trends for this segment.  This is 
done because our objective is to estimate the required IBNR Reserves as of the current date, so 
we adjust the losses to the current cost level.  The following chart is from the bottom of page 2 of 
Exhibit E and illustrates this point: 
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Note that the June 2014 Quarterly Lag 1 inflated frequency of 0.462% is equal to the projected 
ultimate frequency of 0.459% from the previous chart, adjusted for one quarter of the 2.0% 
annual trend to bring its value forward one quarter to the level of the Last Diagonal: 
 

0.459% × 1.02
1/4

 = 0.462% 
 
 
Step 5:  Select projected frequency for each lag period as shown at the bottom of the 
following chart: 
 

 
 
Step 6:  Select ultimate severity by accident period for each report lag group.  We do this 
for 8 quarterly lag groups (from Quarterly Lag 0 through Quarterly Lag 7), and for 5 annual lag 
groups (from Annual Lag 2 through Annual Lag 6). 

 
The following chart is an excerpt from page 3 of Exhibit E, showing the development of average 
incurred losses for the Quarterly Lag 1 group by accident quarter, as well as the selected LDFs 
and ultimate severities: 
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Step 7:  Summarize projected ultimate severity for all lag groups into an exhibit like the one 
shown on page 4 of Exhibit E.  A section from this exhibit is shown below.  Note that the selected 
ultimate severities from the Quarterly Lag 1 analysis (above) are transferred to this chart in the 
Quarterly Lag 1 column.   
 

 
 
Step 8:  Trend ultimate severities to the level of the Last Diagonal using the selected Annual 
IBNR Severity Trend.  We have selected an Annual IBNR Severity Trend of +2.0%. This is based 
upon judgment, considering the historical severity trends for this segment.  This is done because 
our objective is to estimate the required IBNR Reserves as of the current date, so we adjust the 
losses to the current cost level.  The following chart is from the bottom of page 4 of Exhibit E and 
illustrates this point once again: 
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Note that the June 2014 Quarterly Lag 1 inflated severity of $5,090 is equal to the projected 
ultimate severity of $5,053 from the previous chart, adjusted for one quarter of the +2.0% annual 
severity trend to bring its monetary value forward one quarter to the level of the Last Diagonal: 
 

$5,053 × (1.02)
1/4

 = $5,090 
 
Step 9:  Select projected severity for each lag period as shown at the bottom of the following 
chart: 
 

 
 
Step 10:  Compute projected pure premiums by taking the product of Ultimate Frequency and 
Ultimate Severity for each lag period.  The chart below summarizes the selected ultimate 
frequency (page 2 of Exhibit E), the selected ultimate severity (page 4 of Exhibit E), and the 
calculated ultimate pure premium (page 5 of Exhibit E) for each of Quarterly Lag 0 through 
Quarterly Lag 7: 
 

 
 
Step 11:  Inflate the selected pure premiums by the pure premium trend (of +4.0% annually 
for this segment) to the future periods for which the claims are expected to be reported.   
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For example, the selected pure premium for Quarterly Lag 2 is $2.71.  The accident quarters that 
will have future claims recorded two quarters after their occurrence are the accident quarters 
ending September 2014 and December 2014.  All accident periods prior to that no longer need 
IBNR reserves from Quarterly Lag 2 for the current analysis.  This is because those accidents 
have already been recorded as of the end of December 2014.  However, the pure premium of 
$2.71 is at the cost level of December 2014 recorded values.  Therefore, this pure premium 
needs to be inflated to the monetary level that is relevant for each future record period. 
 
The chart displayed on page 5 of Exhibit E show the results of these calculations.  An excerpt 
from that exhibit is included below to illustrate the calculations. 

 

 
 
The Quarterly Lag 2 selected pure premium of $2.71 is inflated by one quarter of the 4.0% annual 
Pure Premium trend for accidents that occur in the quarter ending September 2014 (since they 
will be recorded in the quarter ending March 2015), and by two quarters (i.e., ½ of a year) of the 
annual trend for accidents that occur in the quarter ending December 2014 (since they will be 
recorded in the quarter ending June 2015, i.e., two quarters in the future): 
 

$2.71 × (1.04)
1/2

 = $2.76 
 
Step 12:  For each accident quarter, calculate the total future pure premium by summing 
all lag periods’ future pure premiums.  For example, the total future pure premium for accident 
quarter ending December 2014 is $33.52.  This is the sum of the future pure premiums for 
accidents that occurred during this quarter, but are expected to be recorded in future quarters: 
 

Quarterly Lag 1 
 

= 
= 

Claims expected to be recorded in the first quarter of 2015 
Future pure premium of $21.77 

Quarterly Lag 2 
 

= 
= 

Claims expected to be recorded in the second quarter of 2015 
Future pure premium of $2.76 

Quarterly Lags 3-27 
 

= 
= 

Claims expected to be recorded in the third quarter of 2015 or later 
Future pure premium of $8.99 

 
The total future pure premiums are then transferred to column (4) of Exhibit D (Summary of 
Estimated IBNR), in order to calculate the total indicated IBNR reserves (these pure premiums 
will match for Sept-2014 period and prior, remember the quarter ending Dec-2014 is split into 
months in Exhibit D). 
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Section VII – Loss Adjustment Expenses Case Study 

 
When a claim occurs, the ultimate amount of the loss is not known until final settlement (payment) 
of that claim.  Through the life of the claim, we need to make sure that our loss reserves are 
adequate for all future payments on that claim, as illustrated in Section VI.  However, we also 
incur expenses to adjust and settle claims.  Costs incurred in this loss adjustment process are 
called Loss Adjustment Expenses (LAE).  Like loss reserves, we also need to make sure that our 
carried LAE reserves are adequate to cover the future payment of these expenses as we settle 
our outstanding claims. 
 
There are two major categories of LAE: 
 

• Defense and Cost Containment (DCC) Expenses.  This category is comparable to, but 
not exactly the same as, what was called Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses (ALAE) 
prior to the definition change by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
(NAIC) in 1998.  Since 1998, this category includes: 

o Defense and litigation-related expenses, whether internal or external  
o Medical cost containment 
o Other related expenses incurred in the defense of claims 

 
• Adjusting & Other (A&O) Expenses.  This category is comparable to, but not exactly 

the same as, what was called Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expenses (ULAE) prior to the 
definition change by the NAIC in 1998.  Since 1998, this category includes: 

o Fees of external vendors involved in adjusting our claims 
o Salaries and related overhead expenses relative to Company employees 

involved in a claim adjusting function 
o Other related expenses incurred in determination of coverage 

 
We hold both case and IBNR reserves for each expense category.  We may revise any or all of 
the following parameters in order to achieve the desired changes to case and/or IBNR LAE 
reserves for a given segment:   
 

• Revise case LAE reserves by changing: 
o Average reserves for DCC and/or A&O, which are applied to open claims below 

the threshold.  (Note that the threshold for DCC expense reserves is usually 
$15,000 per claim, although very few case reserve amounts exceed that 
threshold.  There is no threshold for A&O expense reserves).  

o The inflation factor, which can differ between DCC and A&O and which is 
applied to the averages in subsequent months 

  
• Revise IBNR LAE reserves by changing: 

o IBNR factors for DCC and/or A&O, which are applied to earned premium 
 
We evaluate the adequacy of many of our LAE reserve segments at least two times per year.  
DCC expense reserves are analyzed separately from A&O expense reserves.  
 
The segment reviewed in this case study is for a sample state and coverage for Personal Auto.  
Note that the data in this example is not from any specific segment and any similarity to 
specific segments is coincidental.  Also, the investigations that are undertaken, the 
conclusions that are drawn, and the selections that are made are not necessarily the same 
as those that we would make in an actual review.  The results of this case study are also 
not intended to represent the actual results of the Company.  Our intent is to illustrate and 
discuss many of the issues that we consider during our analysis, in order to make reasonable 
selections.  The calculations involved in the process will also be explained. 
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The identities for loss reserves are also relevant for LAE reserves, as follows: 
 

Required LAE Reserves   =   Total Indicated Ultimate LAE   –   Total Paid LAE 

 

LAE Reserve Adequacy   =   Held LAE Reserves   –   Required LAE Reserves 

 
Ultimate LAE is derived differently for each of the two major LAE categories (DCC and A&O).  In 
general, we attempt to determine how these expenses will develop in the future based on how 
they developed in the past.  In order to make reasonable selections, we look at several 
parameters and also consider the business issues that underlie the data.   
 
We include several exhibits in our reviews to summarize our analysis that are also used in our 
discussions with the relevant business units.  In this section, we present and describe Exhibit 
DCC and Exhibit ADJ, which summarizes the DCC expense analysis and the A&O expense 
analysis, respectively.  Each exhibit is followed by an explanation of the calculations and a 
discussion of some of the issues that may be involved in the underlying data, as well as certain 
judgments we make in the selection process.  We also discuss how different components of the 
analysis relate to each other.   
 
Note that the DCC and A&O reserve reviews for a segment are usually done in the same month 
as a loss reserve review for that segment.  Therefore, when loss projections are used in the DCC 
review, they are based on the projections from the loss review.  Also note that rounding in the 
exhibits, as well as the order of calculation, may make some of the figures in the case study 
appear slightly out of balance.   
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Exhibit DCC 
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Exhibit DCC – Defense and Cost Containment Reserve Analysis 
 
This exhibit summarizes our accident period analysis of the adequacy of DCC reserves for this 
segment.  The claims are sorted and analyzed by accident date using 6-month accident periods 
(i.e., accident semesters).  Each accident semester represents all claims that have occurred 
during the 6-month period ending at the end of the designated month (in the left-hand column of 
the exhibit).   
 
The information on Exhibit DCC is summarized as follows: 
 
• COLUMNS (1) through (3):  Estimated ultimate DCC, resulting required reserves, and 

reserve adequacy resulting from three different sets of projections.  
 
• COLUMNS (4) through (6):  Paid DCC as of the evaluation date of September 30

th
, 2014, 

stated in total as well as broken out by expense type. 
 
• COLUMNS (7) and (8):  Estimated ultimate DCC broken out by expense type.  
 
• COLUMN (9):  Indicated ultimate DCC which has been selected by the Loss Reserving group 

considering all information obtained during the analysis, along with the resulting required 
reserves and reserve adequacy 

 
• COLUMNS (10) and (11):  Estimated ultimate utilization ratio by expense type, along with the 

4-point and 8-point fitted exponential trends.  
 
• COLUMNS (12) and (13):  Estimated ultimate losses and loss counts. 
 
• COLUMNS (14) through (17):   Earned Premium, Earned Exposures, Pure Premium, and 

Estimated Ultimate Loss Severity. 
 
• COLUMN (18):  The current and indicated ratio of DCC reserves to loss reserves. 
 
• COLUMNS (19) and (20):   Estimated ultimate DCC severity by expense type, along with the 

4-point and 8-point fitted exponential trends.  
 
• COLUMNS (21) through (23):  Estimated ultimate DCC-to-Loss ratios using each of the 

three projections of ultimate DCC from Columns (1) through (3). 
 
• COLUMN (24):  Indicated ultimate DCC-to-Loss ratio. 
 
• COLUMNS (25) and (26):  Estimated ultimate DCC-to-Loss ratio by expense type. 
 
Since this is an accident period analysis, it measures the adequacy of our total DCC expense 
reserves (case + IBNR).  In other words, the estimated ultimate amounts for each accident period 
include DCC expenses for claims that have already been reported plus DCC expenses for claims 
that have occurred but not yet been reported.   
 
In the following illustration, we discuss the analysis of total DCC, followed by the analyses of its 
two major components:  Attorney & Legal and Medical & Other.   
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Total DCC Expense Analysis 
 
The table below is a section from Exhibit DCC.  It summarizes our selection of the estimated 
ultimate total DCC expenses by accident semester for the four most recent accident years. 

  
 

 
 
Columns (1) through (3) contain three projections that we typically use to estimate the ultimate 
amount of DCC expenses by accident semester (shown in column 9).  We use three projections 
(columns (1), (2), and (3)) to select the ultimate DCC amounts shown in column (9).  For more 
recent accident periods, the existing data may be volatile since newer claims may take several 
years from the accident date for the majority of DCC expenses to be paid.  For example, in the 
September 2014 accident period, we are selecting ultimate expenses of $1,645,000, while only 
$10,000 has been paid to date, as shown in column (4).    
 
For the Paid DCC projections (column (1)), we project the paid DCC expenses to ultimate amount 
by organizing the historical paid DCC amounts in a triangular format (by accident period and by 
evaluation period).  
 
Column (2) is the Paid DCC to Paid Loss or Paid-to-Paid projection.  Similar to other projections, 
this one organizes the data in a triangular format, with each data point in the triangle being the 
ratio of paid DCC expense to paid loss.  We project the ultimate Paid-to-Paid ratio by accident 
period, as shown in column (22).  This ultimate ratio is then multiplied by the ultimate projected 
losses (as derived from analysis of the losses, and shown here in column (12)) for each 
respective accident period.  The result, in column (2), is the estimated ultimate DCC expense 
amount for each accident period.  The following chart illustrates this calculation: 
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Column (3) shows our third projection, the sum of Ultimate Medical & Other DCC from column (7) 
and Ultimate Attorney & Legal DCC from column (8).  The expense dollars for these components 
are obtained by making projections of the utilization ratios and severities for the Attorney & Legal 
versus Medical & Other components of DCC expenses, using the following identity: 
 

Expense Dollars   =   Utilization Ratio   ×   Loss Counts   ×   Expense Severity 

 

Utilization Ratio = 
Expense Counts 

Loss Counts 

 
The utilization ratios and severities for each component are projected from triangles of the 
historical utilization ratios and severities for each component.   
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The following chart shows the indicated utilization ratios for each component by accident 
semester: 
 

 
 
The following chart shows the indicated severities for each component by accident semester: 

  

 
 

 
As mentioned earlier, DCC utilization and severity are used to calculate our projections of 
ultimate DCC expenses for each component.  The following exhibit illustrates this calculation for 
the Attorney & Legal component of total DCC: 
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The following identities are used in the calculations above: 
 

Expense Counts = Utilization Ratio   ×   Loss Counts = (10) × (13) 

Expense Severity = 
Expense Dollars 
Expense Counts 

= (19) 

Expense Dollars = Expense Count   ×   Expense Severity = (10) × (13) × (19) 

 
Once we have our three projections, we calculate the required reserves and the reserve 
adequacy for each of the three projections and for the selected amounts by using the identities: 
 

Required DCC 
Expense Reserves 

= 
 
 

Total Indicated 
Ultimate DCC Expenses 

− 
Total Paid 

DCC Expenses 

 

DCC Expense 
Reserve Adequacy 

= 
 
 

Held DCC 
Expense Reserves 

− 
Required DCC 

Expense Reserves 

 
The results are shown at the bottom of columns (1) through (3) and (9).  For this segment, we 
determined that our DCC expense reserves are inadequate by $308,000.  As a result of this 
analysis, we may increase our reserves by changing the case averages and the IBNR factors for 
the DCC expense category.   
 
When making selections for many of the DCC segments we tend to give greater weight to the 
Paid-to-Paid projection because the legal costs for claims tend to be related to their loss costs.  
Although the losses may develop at a different rate than the expenses, the ultimate relationship 
tends to be consistent over time.   
 
However, there can be changes in the claim adjustment process that would potentially cause this 
relationship to change.  This may be due to changes in the legal/regulatory environment or to 
changes in the Company’s loss adjustment process.  We discuss these issues with Claims to 
better understand the underlying data.  We use additional approaches in our projections for 
segments in which we observe process changes, because the historical development may be 
less relevant for the future.  
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The following table shows the ratios of ultimate DCC expense dollars to ultimate loss dollars for 
this segment over the past eight accident semesters for the three methods: 

   

 
 

Each of the 
DCC/Loss Ratios 

= 
Ultimate DCC Dollars for the Period * 
Ultimate Loss Dollars for the Period 

* from each of the 
projections 

 
As discussed above for the Paid-to-Paid projection, the ultimate DCC/Loss ratios in column (22) 
are projections based on a triangle of the historical ratios of paid DCC to paid loss.  The selected 
ultimate DCC/Loss ratios in column (24) use our selected ultimate DCC expense dollars from 
column (9).   
 
For this segment, the DCC/Loss ratios have been fluctuating over the past four accident years, 
but the last four semesters are showing an increasing trend.  In this example, we began spending 
more on DCC in an attempt to keep our total loss severity lower.  This may be due to higher 
amounts spent on each claim (severity) and/or a higher proportion of claims utilizing DCC.     
 
It is also useful to compare the sum of the DCC expense components to the total using the ratio 
of ultimate DCC expense dollars to loss dollars.    
 

 
 
The above DCC/Loss ratios use the ultimate DCC expense dollars for each of the components 
and the total.  We also show the Selected Ultimate DCC/Loss ratios.  Since the Medical & Other 
expenses make up only a small proportion of the total DCC expense dollars for this segment, the 
DCC/Loss ratios are driven by the Attorney & Legal component.     
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The contribution of the utilization and severity parameters to the total DCC expense dollars is also 
relevant in the analysis of each DCC expense component.  In order to make the most appropriate 
reserve change for DCC expenses, we have to be comfortable with each of the parameters for 
each of the components in the analysis.   
  
The final parameter to consider is the ratio of DCC reserves to loss reserves, as shown in column 
(18) below. 
 

 
 

This is a final check for reasonableness of other selections.  We expect this ratio to be fairly 
consistent over time for a given segment.  If there is a significant change from one review to the 
next, we may look at the ratio by accident period, which could indicate a change in the claim 
adjustment process.  These observations would be discussed with Claims to get a better 
understanding of any process changes.  For this segment, the indicated ratio is higher than the 
current ratio because our DCC reserves indicated inadequacy. 
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Exhibit ADJ 
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Exhibit ADJ – Adjusting and Other Expense Reserve Analysis 

 
This exhibit summarizes our analysis of the adequacy of A&O reserves for this segment.  The 
data is sorted and analyzed by accident date using 6-month (i.e., semi-annual) periods. 
 
The information on Exhibit ADJ is summarized as follows: 
 
• COLUMN (1):  Estimated ultimate A&O, resulting required reserves, and reserve adequacy in 

total for all coverages 

 

• COLUMNS (2) thru (5):  Estimated ultimate A&O, resulting required reserves, and reserve 

adequacy for each individual coverage 

 
• COLUMN (6):   Property Damage earned exposures by period 

 
• COLUMN (7):   Earned Premium by period 

 

• COLUMN (8):   Calendar Semester charged A&O amount 

 
• COLUMN (9):  Ratio of Calendar Semester charged A&O to Calendar Semester earned 

premium  

 
• COLUMN (10):  Ratio of Calendar Semester charged A&O to Calendar Semester earned 

exposures 

 
• COLUMN (11):  Count of Claims with Charged A&O 

 

• COLUMN (12):  Ratio of Calendar Semester charged A&O to A&O counts  

 

• COLUMN (13):  Ultimate Accident Semester charged A&O amount 

 
• COLUMN (14):  Ratio of Ultimate Accident Semester charged A&O to Calendar Semester 

earned premium  

 
• COLUMN (15):  Ratio of Ultimate Accident Semester charged A&O to Calendar Semester 

earned exposures 
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In 2014, we implemented a new methodology for reserving A&O costs.  Over the course of the 
year, all A&O reviews were phased over from the old methodology to the new one. 
 
Based on internal studies of various claims functions, we are now able to allocate A&O charges 
into various segments by state, coverage, and accident year.  This allows us to build various 
accident year triangles, which we then use to develop charged A&O to ultimate, in a manner 
similar to what we’ve already shown for the Loss and DCC components earlier in this report. 
 
For each coverage being reviewed, we will look at two different triangles as follows: 

1. Charged A&O Dollars (also known as the Development Method) 
2. Ratio of Charged A&O Dollars to Property Damage earned exposures (also known as the 

Ratio Method. We use PD EE to have a consistent denominator in order to aggregate 
and compare to total ratios of A&O per EE. 

 
The following is an example of the first triangle mentioned above – Charged A&O Dollars. For 
presentation purposes, we are only showing the 6 most recent accident periods of raw data, and 
6 periods of LDFs and CDFs. Note that in an actual review, we look at the 14 most recent 
accident periods. 
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The triangle is set up very similarly to the triangles that we’ve shown in previous sections.  Based 
on the triangle, we calculate age-to-age LDFs, or link ratios in a triangular format, for each 
successive pair of data points on the triangle. The purpose of this is to see how A&O has 
developed over time.  
 
These historical link ratios, along with judgment, are used to estimate how A&O will develop in 
the future. The selected age-to-age factors are in blue. We then multiply the age-to-age factors to 
get a CDF for each age, which is then multiplied by the appropriate value along the last diagonal 
of the triangle to get Ultimate A&O by accident semester.  The Ultimate values are shown in the 
right-most column. 
 
Our second method – the Ratio of Charged A&O Dollars to Property Damage earned exposures 
–is set up the same way, except for one difference.  Instead of using multiplicative LDFs, we use 
additive LDFs.   An example of this triangle is as follows: 
 

 
 
Once we have projected ultimate A&O using the two different triangle methods, we use that 
information, along with actuarial judgment to select a final required reserve amount.  We do this 
for each coverage that is being reviewed.   
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For our sample review, State XYZ, we simply take a simple average of the indications produced 
by the Development Method Triangle and the Ratio Method Triangle. In an actual review, we may 
put different weights on the two triangle methods if we have reason to believe one method will be 
more appropriate over the other. 
 
The following excerpt from Exhibit ADJ shows the indications and implied adequacy by coverage 
and in total that are obtained by carrying out the analysis described above. We get to the required 
reserves by taking the indicated ultimate A&O and subtracting out charged A&O to date.  
 

 
 
As part of the review, we will also look at various trends and other parameters that help us 
understand and explain what types of things are driving the indication. The following excerpt from 
Exhibit ADJ illustrates this: 
 

 
 
On a calendar semester basis, we look at the ratio of Calendar Semester charged A&O per 
dollars of earned premium, per earned exposure, and per claim. On an accident semester basis, 
we look at ratios of Accident Semester Charged A&O per dollar of earned premium and per 
earned exposure. 
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